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Abstract

Election results do not just represent peoples’ true preferences, but is that because
most voters are slightly strategic, or because a few voters are highly strategic? This
study examines the prevalence of four types of voters: sincere voters, partially strategic
voters, precisely strategic voters, and those who vote based on party identification.
A new method for comparing the results of a computational formal model to real
election results suggests that many voters are slightly strategic, some voters are highly
strategic, and a smaller number of voters are not strategic at all. A novel partially
strategic heuristic is shown to be highly accurate, and models with only sincere voters
actually produce less accurate results than models where every voter maximizes their
utility. The results suggest that sincere voting, partially strategic voting, and precisely
strategic voting were all prevalent in recent Canadian and British elections.
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Introduction

Two of the most hotly debated questions in the study of elections are how many people

vote strategically, and exactly how strategic voters judge the likelihood that each candidate

will win. The prevalence of strategic voting is one of the primary methods for evaluating

the representativeness of electoral institutions, but there are two distinct ways that this

prevalence might vary: an electorate could contain any number of strategic voters (Eggers

et al., 2021, Eggers and Vivyan, 2020), and each individual could be more or less precisely

strategic (der Straeten et al., 2010). It is not clear how to estimate both of these variables

at once. Each presents a challenge for formal models in particular: many partially strategic

heuristics cannot be represented with pencil and paper, and it may not be analytically

tractable to mix together people with different voting rules in the same model (Bendor,

2010, p. 33 – 34, Siegel, 2018, p. 748 – 749). So the question remains open: when an

election result does not just reflect the sincere preferences of the population, is that because

most voters were slightly strategic, or because some voters were very strategic?

The idea that election results are partly the result of strategic behaviour has been sup-

ported by a very large number of observational and inferential studies (Aldrich et al., 2018).1

These studies have tended to show that some proportion of the electorate votes strategically.

But in teasing out exactly how strategic most people are, the evidence could support a num-

ber of conclusions. On the one hand, recent work has suggested that some voters are more

strategic than other voters (Eggers et al., 2021). However, experimental evidence also sug-

gests that individual voters are neither fully sincere nor fully strategic (der Straeten et al.,

2010). Teasing apart how many voters use different levels of strategy has been held back by

a methodological limitation. Even though formal models played a major role in the theory

of strategic voting (Cox, 1997), it may not be formally tractable to model complicated types

of partially strategic behaviors, or to combine different proportions of voting rulesets using

1By “strategic” I mean any process for choosing how to vote that takes into account how other voters
might vote.
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pencil-and-paper game theory. Recent research has shown how to construct and analyze large

formal models of elections in the computer, but these simulations have yet to be applied to

the question of how strategic most voters are (Laver and Sergenti, 2012, Siegel, 2018).

In this paper I use large-scale computer models of elections to study how many voters are

sincere, how many are partially strategic, and how many are precisely strategic. Blais et al.

(2018) note that “strategic voting is born of the marriage of expectations and preferences”,

and computer models can combine real data about voters’ preferences with formal models

of voters’ expectations regarding the candidates’ competitiveness. I use real data to model

electors who vote sincerely, partially strategically, precisely strategically through exact utility

maximization, or according to their party identifications, and I also vary the proportion of

each of these types of voters in the electorate. Comparing simulated election results to real

election results suggests that a fairly large proportion of the population does vote either

partially strategically or purely strategically, but that the most accurate election models

have a large share of people who vote partially strategically and a sizeable share of precisely

strategic voters. Models with a large number of partially strategic voters tend to be especially

accurate. Highly accurate mixtures also include sincere voters, but they are found to be a

much smaller share of the population, suggesting that nearly every voter is at least slightly

strategic. The most successful mixtures assign legislative seats to the correct parties as much

as 98% of the time, and match the election result in as many as 92% of electoral districts,

while every mixture is correct about at least 85% of seat totals and 80% of individual districts.

I apply these models to the 2019 Canadian federal election and the 2019 British federal

election. There is rich public opinion data about both of these contests, and these cases build

on the vast strategic voting literature in Single-Member District Plurality systems. I focus on

the strategy of voters, not of nonvoters, and in both elections the mixture of voters that most

closely matches the real election includes substantial numbers of partially strategic voters

and precisely strategic voters, but fewer completely sincere voters. Although voter strategy

famously varies enormously depending on political context and institutions, the analysis has
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two main implications beyond its immediate scope. Substantively, the only case-specific

ingredients in the modeling applications are voter preferences and the electoral system, so

the results should be similar in cases with similar preference structures and similar election

rules. Methodologically, the framework used here is immediately applicable to any single

non-transferable voting system, and could be applied to other countries with extensions to

cover the pivotal probability in those voting systems.

These findings make three main contributions to the literature on how people vote. The

main substantive contribution is that, for the first time, it probes not just how many people

vote sincerely and how many vote strategically, but actually how many people use different

types of strategic logic, adjudicating between a simple heuristic and precise pivotal proba-

bilities. With two measures and in two elections, the model shows that the most accurate

mixture is not just sincere voting, nor purely strategic voting, nor even a partially strategic

heuristic, but is actually a mixture of all three. In studying which partially strategic elec-

torates are the most realistic, the simulations also find support — through a very different

method — for authors who have found that different voters respond differently to strategic

opportunities, and it even aligns with recent estimates that roughly a quarter or a third of

voters behaved strategically in recent Canadian and British elections (Eggers et al., 2021,

Eggers and Vivyan, 2020).

The paper’s contributions to the study of strategic voting are not limited to mixtures of

voting types. Running the model with exclusively sincere voters or only with purely strategic

voters shows exactly how far these two idealized types are from reality. A century or more

after researchers first observed that voters are neither purely sincere nor precisely strategic,

there is still no straightforward way to estimate exactly how wrong (or right) these two

stylizations of reality are. Is completely sincere voting less realistic than purely strategic

voting? By how much? Simulating electorates that are composed entirely of each extreme,

I find evidence that purely strategic voting, despite its famously heroic assumptions about

individual rationality, actually generates election results that are closer to the truth than
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completely sincere voting. I also introduce a new model of partially strategic behavior, which

I call “near-tie voting”. Near-tie voters check whether multiple candidates are expected to

come within a certain threshold (say, 10%) of first-place; if so, they compromise and vote for

their most-preferred candidate within that near-tie, but if not, they vote for their sincerely

most-preferred candidate overall. The simulations suggest that near-tie voting is at least as

realistic as either completely sincere or completely strategic behavior.

These substantive contributions are made possible by the paper’s core methodological

innovation, which is to generate specific empirical claims about the prevalence of different

types of strategic voting by joining large-scale computer simulations of elections together

with real election results and data about voters’ preferences. These types of simulations can

be applied to any Single-Member District Plurality election, and they go beyond predictions

about how many votes each party will get, since they make positive conjectures about how

people arrive at their vote choices.

Strategic voting and simulations

Voters in an election do not necessarily vote for their sincere top choice, and the context in

which they vote can encourage them to strategize about the competitiveness of the different

candidates when they decide how to vote (Riker and Ordeshook, 1968). However, it has

been a major empirical project to estimate just how many people vote strategically.

Experiments have shown that the context in which a person votes can induce them to

make strategic compromises (see Blais et al., 2016, Baujard and Lebon, 2022). In laboratory

settings, voters perform strategic computations up to a reasonable limit: they vote strategi-

cally so long as the strategic computations are not too demanding, but after a certain point

they revert to either using simple heuristics or just voting sincerely (der Straeten et al.,

2010).

To understand just how prevalent such strategizing is when people vote in real elections,
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many studies have estimated that quantity from the conditions and outcomes of a real

election. Researchers have applied such inferential approaches to many different elections,

with varying definitions of voter strategy, and have produced a long trail of widely ranging

estimates (Aldrich et al., 2018). Authors find particularly low estimates, in the single digit

percentages, of voters in majoritarian electoral systems who have a strategic pressure to cast

a vote other than their sincerely most-preferred vote, and who choose to do so (Artabe and

Gardeazabal, 2014, Blais, 2002, Degan and Merlo, 2009). These estimates however vary from

low single digits to as much as a fifth of the population depending on the exact quantity

being estimated, the electoral context, and the empirical approach (Alvarez and Nagler,

2000). On the other hand, the research has also shown that a majority of the population

may be playing an equilibrium strategic voting strategy, whether that strategy implies an

insincere vote or a sincere one (Bassi, 2015, Kawai and Watanabe, 2013).

One reason that these estimates vary widely is that — as evidence has suggested for

nearly a century at least — the expected value of a vote, and therefore the pressure to vote

strategically, depends on political institutions (Gosnell, 1930, Cox, 1997, §2). But another

fundamental problem is definitional: so many different types of behaviours fall under the

umbrella of strategic voting that even the same empirical estimation strategy might turn up

very different estimates depending on the particular definition of “strategic voting”. It is

well-known that some voters might vote more strategically than others, for example due to

differences in voter information level (Baujard and Lebon, 2022, Eggers and Vivyan, 2020,

Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1999), and any two voters who are not behaving sincerely might

find completely different ways to assess the competitiveness of the candidates. This shows up

in the variety of definitions of strategic voting throughout the literature. To some, strategic

voting is a process of evaluating the exact expected utility of each vote choice, and then

making the optimal selection. To others it is a heuristic-based process in which voters use

simple methods to account for the competitiveness of each alternative.

Many voting heuristics have been proposed and studied. Perhaps the most famous voting
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heuristic is the classic observation that voters’ identification with a party closely predicts

their vote choices (Campbell et al., 1960, ch. 6). Alongside such identity-based cognitive

shortcuts, researchers have developed numerous heuristics which, like purely strategic voting,

are based on the probability that each candidate will win the election (Wang, 2022, p. 80).

Heuristics that involve applying cheap cognitive shortcuts to measures of each candidate’s

competitiveness are examples of boundedly rational voting, and bounded rationality has also

been explored in frameworks where voters learn higher performing vote choices over time

(Bendor, 2010, p. 33 – 34, Demichelis and Dhillon, 2010). Partially strategic heuristics have

sometimes been explored using pencil-and-paper formal theory (Kloeckner, 2020, Laslier,

2009), but over the last decade researchers have found computer simulations to be a partic-

ularly useful tool for studying them. Bendor et al. (2011) simulate voters who adjust their

strategies over repeated elections to arrive, through boundedly rational adjustments, at vote

choices that have higher returns. Similarly, Mebane et al. (2019) implement precise strate-

gic voters following Cox (1994) but who adapt their vote choices (rather than immediately

reaching fixed equilibrium as in a classic game theory model) according to the learning rules

of Demichelis and Dhillon (2010).

By beginning to use computer simulation methods, the study of voting in large electorates

joins the study of party strategy, where there is a long history of simulating elections in which

political parties use heuristic rules to adapt their appeals to voters (Kollman et al., 1992,

Laver and Sergenti, 2012). Bendor et al. (2011, p. 46) motivate turning these tools to the

study of voters by noting that simulations “can help us examine theories that we cannot

(yet) solve in closed form”, in a topic of study in which closed form solutions to interesting

questions are notoriously elusive. Siegel (2018, p. 748 – 749) has discussed specifically

how computer models like these can be applied to voting theory to produce results that are

analogous to pencil-and-paper game theory models, but with more flexibility: with computer

models researchers can focus on paths to equilibria, on equilibria that are difficult to identify

by hand, and on the way that limiting distributions of results arise from different starting
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conditions.

Just as the precise calculus of voting can be intractable, it is not necessarily any easier

to study plausible voting heuristics analytically.2 In contrast, previous work has shown that

simulation methods are not just well-suited to the types of heuristic and learning processes

studied by Bendor et al. (2011), but also to modeling precise strategic voting (Eggers and

Nowacki, 2021, Mebane et al., 2019). Because computer models make it possible to fit voters

who follow different rulesets into the same model, they are a promising tool for modeling the

sorts of complicated mixtures of voting types that seem to exist in real elections.

However, as computer simulations have become a more prevalent tool for studying elec-

tions, and even for modeling different notions of strategic voting, they have not yet been

used to estimate the quantity of strategic voters in a population, or to investigate how often

different types of strategic voting are used. Computer simulations of elections are commonly

applied to real data, and their outputs compared to real election results. So a straightforward

approach is to pick a ruleset that operationalizes strategic voting, as well as some proportion

of voters to follow that ruleset, and then check what Whicker and Sigelman (1991, p. 66 –

67) called the computer model’s “event validity”: how close does a model in which voters

follow that ruleset come to the real election results?

Previous work has shown how to endow simulated voters with preferences over parties,

and how those voters can employ either heuristic rulesets or precise strategic reasoning to

arrive at a vote choice. Simulating a population of voters who are completely sincere provides

a baseline election result if no voters considered how other people might vote, while on the

other hand simulating a population that engages in precise strategic voting demonstrates

exactly how realistic rational choice assumptions of voting are. Between these boundaries

(entirely sincere, precisely strategic, or entirely heuristic voting) mixtures of voting rulesets

may have more or less event validity. The following section describes how to use computer

2The main examples of large-population heuristic voting models solved entirely with pencil-and-paper
are models of voter learning using dynamical systems, of which a particularly early example can be found in
Fisher and Ando (1963, p. 110 – 112).
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simulations to supplement experimental and inferential approaches, by modeling different

proportions of sincere, heuristic, and precisely strategic voters, and evaluating which level of

strategic voting is the most accurate when compared to real election results.

Methods

The methodological challenge is to compare the results from a variety of voting rulesets

to the results of a real election, in order to address two questions: how close each ruleset

gets to reproducing the election results, and what mixture of rulesets is the most accurate.

We will consider four types of voters. The first type of voters are perfectly sincere: these

voters do not consider the competitiveness of candidates, and instead always vote for their

sincerely most-preferred candidate. A second type employs a simple non-strategic heuristic:

these voters cast a vote for whichever party they identify with. The third type of voters uses

precise strategic reasoning according to the classic calculus of voting. The fourth and final

type uses simpler cognitive heuristics for assessing the value of the available vote choices,

under a novel ruleset that I call “near-tie voting”. These four voting types are implemented

in a computer simulation that estimates the results of a Single-Member District Plurality

legislative election when any proportion of voters follows each of these voting rules.

The first step is to impute voters’ sincere preferences over the available parties, using

a survey that has results at the riding level.3 Riding by riding, preferences are randomly

sampled with replacement from the preference orderings that voters in that district reported

on the survey, until the number of sampled preference orderings is similar to the number

of voters in the district. Respondents’ party identifications are collected in the same way.

To inform the rulesets which incorporate information about parties’ competitiveness — the

precise strategic ruleset and near-tie voting — the results of the last election in that district

are used as the initial signal of how locally competitive each party is. Strategic voters

3I use the common term “riding” to refer to a legislative electoral district in a Westminster-style election.
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evaluate the competitiveness of the different candidates, and they repeat these calculations

iteratively until they reach a type of equilibrium.

By varying the mixtures of different voter types in each district, I propose multiple

measures to discern how close the results of simulated elections come to the results of real

elections. This approach is motivated by the idea that the simulated populations that

produce results closest to real election results will most closely resemble the real electorate.

I apply this model to the Canadian 2019 election, and compare the results to a very different

election in Britain that same year. This paper reports results from about 450 model runs in

each of Canada and Britain, with an average of about 3,000 voters in each of 338 ridings in

Canada and 632 ridings in Britain, totaling on the order of 109 simulated voters in all.4 I will

next outline how the four voter types are implemented, and then address some theoretical

challenges in the iterative modeling approach, including specifying what kinds of equilibria

can occur in this framework.

Four types of voters

One of the oldest and simplest empirical observations about how people vote is that they

rely strongly on their party identification. The results of an election in which everyone votes

for the party they most identify with provides a simple baseline, with no heavy assumptions

about peoples’ ranked preferences and no demands for them to perform substantial cognitive

work. Party ID voters are simulated by sampling with replacement from the party IDs that

were reported within each district, until the number of simulated voters resembles the real

number of voters.5

4It is possible to simulate such a large number of electors by noting that electors with identical preference
profiles and identical information will share the same expected strategic utility of any vote choice, which
dramatically reduces the number of computations that need to be performed every iteration. Precisely
strategic model runs last on average about 2 iterations, and in each iteration electors of each preference
profile need to conduct two utility computations for every party, so the total number of utilities calculated in
a model run is on the order of hundreds. Separately, it should be noted in the riding totals that the British
model does not include the electoral districts of Northern Ireland, due to its quite different party system.

5For the sake of runtime, the simulated districts are 1
10 of the number of people who voted in the previous

election. The model aims to address how strategic voters are, and does not model abstention.
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We can simulate sincere voting in a similar way. Assuming that surveys accurately reflect

peoples’ true preferences over political parties, tallying the number of people in a district

who report that they most-prefer each party produces a sincere vote count, and the plurality

winner of that count is the candidate who would win if everybody voted sincerely.6

But not everyone bases their vote solely on their own identity or preferences; some also

consider the competitiveness of the candidates. To simulate precise strategic voting, I im-

plement a model of strategic reasoning based on the Cox (1994) wasted vote model situated

in the Myerson (2000) Poisson voting games framework, which was previously adapted as a

computer model by Mebane et al. (2019).7 There are two situations in which electors can

be pivotal in a single-vote election: the case in which they create a first-place tie, and the

mutually exclusive case in which they break a first-place tie. The probability p of being

pivotal in causing some party i to win the seat over another party j is the probability that

the vote totals of the parties, vi and vj, are exactly equal, and that i and j both have more

votes than any other party. So an elector’s expected utility for casting a vote for party i is

u(i) =
M∑
j=1

i 6=j

(
P(vi = vj ∧ vj > vk) · (ui − uj) +

1

2
· P(vi = vj+1 ∧ vj > vk) · (ui − uj)

)
(1)

for all other parties k, where ui and uj are the utility obtained from the victory of i or j

respectively and vi and vj are their expected vote totals, and M is the number of parties

in the election.8 Following Myerson (2000) the difference between expected vote totals is a

difference between Poisson random variables, which in turn follows the Skellam distribution.

In the interest of modeling vote choice, voters guess the expected vote totals vi and vj

6In the Canadian 2019 example, the survey used for the party ID and party preference information is the
pre-election wave of the 2019 Canadian Election Study (Stephenson et al., 2020). In the British application,
it is the pre-election 2019 British Election Study (Fieldhouse et al., 2019). In Appendix §1 I elaborate on
this part of the method.

7See the paper by Mebane et al. (2019) for the full derivation.
8The factor of 1

2 in the second term assumes that ties are decided by a coin toss, so that creating a tie is
half as desirable as breaking one. This expression ignores ties between more than two parties, which I follow
previous authors in taking to be ignorable in elections with realistic turnout. Vasselai (2021) demonstrates
that this extension is relevant in the specific case that nearly all electors abstain from voting.
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during a simulated election period. Voters initially guess that the parties in their district

will win whatever share of the vote they received in the previous election (though the results

are similar if electors instead use real polling data). But as soon as voters respond to those

vote shares, that response provides better information about the parties’ expected results.

That poll in turn might prompt voters to re-evaluate their best vote choice, and so on.

This approach has recently been used in both formal and computational models of elections

(Eggers and Nowacki, 2021, Kloeckner, 2020, Mebane et al., 2019).

These exact pivotal probabilities are one stylization of how people vote, but the critiques

of precise pivotal voting calculations as a model of how people vote are well-known (Wuffle,

1984, Green and Shapiro, 1996, ch. 4). I therefore also model a partially strategic ruleset. The

demands of the method, however, preclude just taking some well-studied heuristic off the shelf

and plugging it into a computer model. Heuristics which do not consult the competitiveness

of the candidates are non-strategic, and this voting type is captured by the inclusion of

party ID voting in the model. Learning-based rules that take place over multiple elections

are structurally at odds with the idea of comparing the results of simulated voting to the

results of a single election.9 Other heuristics that might be substantively appropriate were

developed for different electoral systems (Laslier, 2009).

To fill this gap, I formulate a simple heuristic that I call “near-tie” voting. To design

a straightforward partially strategic heuristic, I turn to the original theories of strategic

voting, in which Duverger (1951, Book 2, Ch. 1, §1) observed that the only requirements

for voters to act strategically are that they know how much they like the parties, they know

which parties are ahead and which are behind, and they have an opportunity to shift their

support from one party to another. Near-tie voting is a minimal implementation of these

requirements.

Near-tie voters attempt to avoid wasting their votes, without expending enormous cog-

nitive effort, through simple threshold reasoning: are there multiple parties within some

9Bendor et al. (2011, ch. 7) do compare such rules to single-election results, but by introducing a notion
of factions which does not slot into the typology of voting types at interest here.
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threshold (say, 10 percentage points) of the highest expected vote total? If multiple parties

are close to winning, then the voter switches their vote intention to their most-preferred al-

ternative within that near-tie. If instead one party looks like it will win in a landslide, then

there is no reason to compromise, and instead the voter simply announces their top sincere

choice. This realistic voting style requires almost no cognitive effort, and it matches the

substantial experimental evidence that voters perform strategic calculations up to a limit,

resulting in strategic compromises only when it is straightforward to judge which candidates

are competitive (der Straeten et al., 2010). Near-tie voting will turn out to closely reproduce

real election results.

Two of these four voting types — voting based on party identification, and sincere voting

— are quite well-studied. The precisely strategic voting model also builds on past work.

Near-tie voting, in contrast, is theoretically novel.10 So, in the following subsection I briefly

outline the properties of iterative near-tie voting models, and address the fact that both

strategic voting and near-tie voting can lead to cycling election results.

Equilibrium cycles and properties of near-tie voting

In both precisely strategic voting and near-tie voting there is a problem that is not present

in either pencil-and-paper game theory, or in the other voting rules of sincere and party

ID voting: results that are not fixed equilibria. Because of the obstacles game theorists

have faced in trying to obtain a fixed Nash equilibrium to realistic models of elections, I

present simulations that instead use iterative updates to simulate the process of electors

gradually picking their vote choice. But scenarios with repeated voting famously tend to

produce extremely complicated cycling behaviours, with one collection of votes leading to

another collection of votes which leads to another (McKelvey, 1976), and in this setting it is

easy to come up with combinations of preferences that produce unending cycles (Kloeckner,

10Near-tie voting closely resembles the Laslier Leader Rule, but that rule concerns approval voting rather
than single-vote elections (Laslier, 2009). Near-tie voting also departs substantively from Laslier’s rule in
that near-tie voters insist that the alternative they vote for is highly competitive.
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2020). In the case of the precisely strategic voting rule used here (an iterative Poisson voting

game), it has been shown that model runs with many voters nearly always converge to a

fixed equilibrium, which can be understood as the result of the simulated election (Mebane

et al., 2019, Vasselai, 2021). But is it also true that near-tie voting tends to reach a single

fixed result, and if not, how can we obtain just one result from models that include these

types of voters?

In Appendix §2, I include examples of model runs where every voter is a near-tie voter,

to demonstrate what exactly it looks like when a run in some riding ends with a cycle of

iterative vote choices that repeats forever. However, there are tight constraints on how

complicated these cycles can become. In Appendix §3 I prove all of the following simplifying

facts about models that contain only near-tie voters. Throughout I will call the situation in

which multiple parties are expected to come within the threshold τ of the expected first-place

vote total a “near-tie”. I will also use “equilibrium cycle” to refer to an endlessly repeating

cycle of votes, and the number of iterations before the cycle repeats is its “period”. Let m

denote the number of parties contesting the election. Then:

1. If there is no near-tie in the initial expected vote total, then electors respond with their

sincere votes, which either include a near-tie or will repeat forever.

2. If there is a near-tie in the electors’ sincere votes, then the game reaches an equilibrium

cycle within at most m− 1 iterations.

3. All equilibrium cycles have a period of m or less.

4. In an equilibrium cycle with period k, every voter’s vote choice is either fixed or also

cycles with period k.

5. The only rest point of near-tie voting is the classic wasted vote result, in which a set of

candidates are involved in either a tie or a near-tie, and nearly every elector supports

one of those candidates.
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In Appendix §4 I show that, when simulating a population of near-tie voters in the

context of the 2019 Canadian election, the vast majority of ridings reach a fixed equilibrium,

and long cycle lengths are rare. To obtain a single election result from the cycling ridings,

I propose five different stopping rules, and I apply each of them to the same models. The

results vary little between the different stopping rules, establishing that in this case it is not

important how the equilibrium cycles are resolved.

In addition to these cycles, two types of rest points are possible in near-tie voting. One

rest point occurs when there was no near-tie in the previous election’s results. Then, the

voters will simply cast their sincere votes. If there is also no near-tie in their sincere votes,

then they will stick with their sincere votes forever. If instead there was a near-tie in the

previous election’s vote totals, it is still possible for the model to reach a stable equilibrium.

Consider, for example, a district with four competitive parties, and suppose that there

was no near-tie in the previous election’s results there, but the voters’ sincere votes do

contain a near-tie between two candidates. Then every elector will vote for one of those two

candidates. If voters’ responses to this two-way near-tie again produce that same near-tie,

then the resulting vote total will repeat forever. This means that near-tie voting captures

the crucial Duvergerian regularity, which Cox (1994) already recovered from precise wasted

vote logic: the only rest point of near-tie voting is a tie or a near-tie.

Results

An accurate model of how people vote will closely replicate the results of a real election. So,

how well do the results of each type of voting model compare to the real elections’ results?

For the simulations to be successful models of how people voted in the election, there

must be some proportion of voters acting strategically which reproduces the real result. If

the sincere voting model overstates the performance of a party, then the precisely strategic

model should understate the performance of that party (and vice versa); otherwise, it would
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not be possible to choose a proportion of strategic voters that comes close to the party’s

vote total. Figure 1 shows how close each model comes to the seat totals the parties won

in Canada’s 2019 election. For near-tie voting, the results are presented for three plausible

values of the threshold τ : 5%, 15%, and 25%.

0
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0

20
0

Seats by party and voting type

S
ea

ts

Libs Cons Bloc NDP Green

Party ID Sincere Strategic 5% near−tie 15% near−tie 25% near−tie

Figure 1: The party-by-party seat totals when the population uses each voting rule, out of
338 seats. The solid horizontal lines represent the total that each party won in the real 2019
election, and the dotted horizontal lines represent the parties’ seat totals in the previous
election. Near-tie voting results are presented for three plausible values of τ .

There are two noteworthy patterns in the figure. First, for every party except the Bloc

Québécois, the party’s real seat share lies between the result when everyone votes sincerely

and the result when everyone votes strategically. These are cases where the discrepancy

between sincere results and real results might be explainable by strategic behaviour informed
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by the results of the last election in the district.11 The direction of strategic pressures is

also substantively reasonable, since the Liberal Party in particular has long been observed

to benefit from strategic voting (e.g. Daoust, 2018, p. 82).

Second, the populations that use near-tie voting come nearest to the real party-by-party

seat totals, and the populations with a τ of 15% or 25% are closer than a τ of 5%. These

models are consistently accurate about the Liberal Party, Conservative Party, New Demo-

cratic Party, and Green Party. The only systematic miss is that every model underestimates

the strength of the Bloc Québécois: a smaller proportion of people reported most-preferring

the Bloc than actually voted for them, and they did better in the 2019 election than in the

2015 election, so the sincere model assigns them fewer seats than they won in reality, and

then strategic voting logic drags their expected seat count even further down.

The party-by-party seat totals in Figure 1 strongly support the idea of a partially strategic

electorate. But is it an electorate where many people are slightly strategic, or where some

people are completely strategic? On the one hand, we saw that there might be a proportion

of people voting precisely strategically that would reproduce the real election result, which

would support the idea that some people are completely strategic. On the other hand, we

also saw that near-tie voting was extremely accurate for nearly every party. To tease apart

which of these two is more accurate, I include a new version of the model in Figure 2. In this

new version, 70% of voters cast sincere votes, and the other 30% engage in precise strategic

voting.12

11This occurs when a party received more seats in the election than the public opinion data suggests they
would if everybody simply voted for their most-preferred party, and also did worse in the previous election
than in the election under consideration, or else the party received fewer seats than their reported sincere
support while doing better in the previous election. In these situations the strategic voting logic drags the
party’s sincere seat totals towards or across their real seat totals.

12In addition to the 30% proportion, we will subsequently sweep over a wide range of proportions of
precisely strategic voters; one proportion is chosen for now just for the sake of visualization, and the 30%
number is meant to roughly match the proportion of precise strategic voting estimated by Eggers et al. (2021)
in a recent Canadian election. There is a also subtlety in how we should think about precisely strategic
behaviour in a mixed electorate. The game theoretic derivation of strategic voting used here captures the
situation in which everyone is mutually strategizing about their optimal vote choice, with the game theoretic
assumption that everyone else is also engaging in that same strategic behaviour. I propose that when we
have 30% of voters using precise strategic reasoning, we should imagine that those voters believe themselves
to be in an electorate where everyone is using the same fully strategic reasoning.
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To tease apart which type of model is more accurate will require moving beyond vi-

sual assessments. But how should we compare model results to real election results? One

straightforward approach is to count the differences between the number of seats that the

model assigns to each party and the number of seats that party won in the election. So for

each model, I compute the seat count accuracy percentage c as

c ≡ 100

(
1− 1

2N
·
∑
i∈T

|si − ri|
)

where T is the set of parties, si is the simulated seat total of party i, ri is that party’s

real seat total, and N is the number of seats in parliament.

This is a measure of how many seats are misallocated, regardless of what particular

district that seat is assigned to. Suppose for example the estimated seat total of the Liberal

Party is one larger than their real seat total, while the seat total for the Conservative

Party is one less than their real seat total, and the counts for all other parties are correct.

Then the model has assigned one seat to the Liberals that it should have assigned to the

Conservatives, making the model 99.7% (or 337
338

) accurate. The seat count accuracy is 100%

only if the parties win exactly the same number of seats in the model as they win in reality,

and it will be 0% if the simulation assigns every seat to parties which in reality won no seats.

The factor of 1
2

avoids double-counting seats.

According to this measure, it is possible for mistakes to cancel each other out; assigning

a Conservative-held seat to the Liberals while also assigning a Liberal-held seat to the Con-

servatives will not affect their expected seat totals. So, another meaningful measure is the

riding accuracy: the total number of ridings that the model assigns to a party other than

the actual winner (which is guaranteed to be lower than the seat count accuracy). Both

quantities are shown, for each type of model, in Figure 2.
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(a) Seat count success rates (b) Riding-level success rates

Figure 2: The percentage of seats assigned to the correct party, and the percentage of ridings
where the simulated results matched the real results, by five voting rules: near-tie voting,
strategic voting, sincere voting, voting based on party ID, and an electorate in which 30%
of voters are strategic and the rest are sincere.

Every model is more than 90% accurate in matching the parties’ real seat counts. The

model that comes closest to the correct seat counts is the near-tie voting model, when the

cutoff for a near-tie is at least 5%. This model is off from the real seat totals by only about

half a dozen of the 338 seats in parliament, with seat count accuracies above 98%. But the

other partially strategic model shows a similarly strong result: when 30% of the electorate

votes strategically, the average seat count accuracy across model runs is above 95%. The

other three methods are slightly less accurate by this measure, with sincere voting and party

ID voting performing nearly identically, and the precisely strategic electorate performing

slightly worse.13

As a model of how many seats each party wins in the election, the near-tie voting model

was exceptionally successful. In that role it would have out-performed the main predictive

13The near-tie voting values vary substantially between adjacent values of τ because a different random
seed is used for every τ . This decision was made to guard against picking an unusual seed. So, the curve
of near-tie accuracy represents many different possible electorates with different preferences, and not just
one potentially unusual electorate. Because only near-tie voting varies by τ , the other lines represent the
average error of each voting type over all 26 runs. The range from τ = 0 to τ = 25 is chosen as a reasonable
substantive cutoff (values extremely close to 0 are certainly near-ties, whereas winning an election by 30%
is nowhere near a tie), but above τ = 25% the seat count accuracy of near-tie voting actually plateaus and
remains very close to 100%.
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models of the election by about 5 percentage points — even though these models incorporate

more information than just preference data and election results, and have the advantage of

being intended as predictive models, whereas the voting models under consideration here are

explicit models of voting behaviour (though of course the rich preference data that informs

these models was not publicly available before the election).14

Figure 3b, however, shows a slightly different pattern: the riding-level success rates hover

around 80% of ridings correct. The relative ordering of four of the five voting types is the

same: the electorate with 30% strategic voters outperforms the equally accurate sincere and

identity-based populations, which in turn outperform the precisely strategic electorate. The

major difference is near-tie voting, which in the riding-by-riding measure is less accurate

than the electorate with 30% of people using full pivotality logic.

It is noteworthy that the precisely strategic model is the worst-performing model, while

the sincere voting model is barely any better. This underscores the importance of study-

ing partially strategic electorates. Assuming that the Canadian National Election Study

accurately gauges peoples’ sincere preferences and their party identifications, a model that

uses a realistic proportion of people voting strategically is about 3 percentage points more

accurate in the seat totals that it assigns to each party, and about 1 percentage point more

accurate in the number of ridings it assigns correctly. Compared to a model where every-

one is precisely strategic, the model with a realistic proportion of strategic voters is about

4 percentage points more accurate in both seat counts and ridings. Also underscoring the

importance of strategic voting is the fact that the accuracy of the models is not monotonic

in the proportion of strategic voters: it is possible to make the sincere voting model more

accurate by increasing the proportion of strategic voters up to some point, and then make

it less accurate by continuing to increase the proportion of strategic voters. So there can

14See Grenier, Éric (October 24, 2019). Canada’s pollsters nailed the outcome of the federal election -
mostly. CBC. The projected result was Liberals: 137, Conservatives: 124, Bloc: 39, NDP: 35, Green: 1,
People’s Party: 1. The real result was Liberals: 158, Conservatives 121, Bloc: 32, NDP: 24, Green: 3.
Appendix §5 shows that the near-tie voting results are similar if regional polls are used as the initial vote
expectations rather than the previous election’s results.
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indeed be a sweet spot where some proportion of voters use precisely strategic reasoning and

the model results closely match the real election results.

In Canada’s 2019 election, the seat count accuracy and riding level accuracy give two

different answers to the question of which is more accurate: an electorate where everyone is

a little bit strategic, or an electorate in which some people are extremely strategic. What

does it mean that near-tie voting outperforms the other methods in determining how many

seats the parties will get, while being no more accurate in actually assigning the correct

winners of individual ridings? Did it just get lucky and make many mistakes that canceled

each other out?

Appendix §6 shows that, when the number of mistakes are broken down by party for each

model type, the mistakes of the near-tie voting model are less systematic than other models’

mistakes, in that they do not favor one party over another. Most of these mistakes consist

of calling ridings that the Liberal Party won for the Conservative Party instead, and at a

similar rate calling races won by the Conservative Party for the Liberal Party. In contrast,

the fully sincere model strongly favors the Conservative Party compared to reality (this is

not structural, but rather is a fact about this particular election: more people reported

most-preferring the Conservative Party than actually voted for them), whereas the precisely

strategic model favors the Liberal Party compared to reality (because they performed much

better in the previous election than in 2019, so the pressure of strategic voting favors them).

When the sincere or precisely strategic models make riding-level mistakes, those mistakes

tend to favor one party or the other, which affects the overall seat counts. Both types of

partially strategic electorates perform better, by balancing out the mistakes that each pure

type makes, which leads to extremely accurate overall seat counts.

It is not obvious what type of partially strategic electorate is a more accurate repre-

sentation of Canada’s 2019 election, so Figure 3 repeats the analysis for the 2019 British

election.15

15For simplicity we set aside party ID voting for the rest of the analysis, since it has performed identically
to sincere voting. Also, the same proportion of precisely strategic voters is substantively reasonable in the
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(a) Seat count success rates (b) Riding-level success rates

Figure 3: Seat count accuracies and riding accuracies for each model type in the British
2019 election.

Overall, the models perform about similarly well in the two cases, with between 85%

and 95% seat count accuracy and between 85% and 90% riding accuracy. In Canada, the

models mostly performed better according to seat count accuracy than the same models did

in Britain; conversely, according to riding accuracy the models tend to do better in Britain

than in Canada. But one model performs much better in the British application than in the

Canadian one: in Canada’s 2019 election, the precisely strategic model performs worst of

all, but in Britain 2019 it performs best. According to the seat count measure, the next-best

model for the British case is near-tie voting (above τ ≈ 10%), followed by the electorate

where 30% of voters are precisely strategic, and then the sincere electorate. The order is the

same for the riding-level measure, except that the two types of partially strategic electorate

perform more similarly.

The stark difference in the performance of the precisely strategic model is explained by

the relationship between the public opinion data, the 2019 election results, and the results of

the previous election. In the Canadian application, more people sincerely most-preferred the

Conservative Party of Canada than actually voted for it. The Conservative Party of Canada

did worse in 2019 than it had in the previous election, so strategic voting pulled it down

case of Britain (Eggers and Vivyan, 2020).
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towards reality. However, the fully strategic model pulled it too far down, understating

its strength and overstating the strength of the Liberal Party. Similarly, in Britain, the

National Election Study reports many more people most-preferring the British Conservative

Party than actually voted for it, and the British Conservative Party did much better in

2019 than it had in the previous election. In this case the fully strategic model actually still

overstates the strength of the British Conservative Party and understates the performance

of the Labour Party, but it comes much closer to the truth than the sincere model or

any partially strategic model does. This reveals a truth about these types of models: if

the pressure of strategic voting pushes voters away from whichever party has more sincere

supporters than people who actually voted for it, then the most accurate model will have a

large proportion of strategic voters.

So far we have studied just one mixture of voting rules: 30% of people voting precisely

strategically, and the other 70% voting sincerely. But there is no reason that everyone in

the electorate should be either perfectly sincere or perfectly strategic. So we now consider

electorates in which some people are not strategic at all, some are slightly strategic, and

some are precisely strategic. To illustrate how the expected seat counts might depend on the

mixture of sincere voters, near-tie voters, and precisely strategic voters, Figure 4 shows the

seat count accuracy in Canada’s 2019 election for a range of proportions: electorates with

roughly equal numbers of each voter type, electorates where one type has a plurality over

the other two, and electorates where a large majority of voters are of one type.
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Figure 4: Seat counts for a variety of mixtures of sincere voters, near-tie voters, and strategic
voters, out of 338 seats. The solid horizontal lines represent the total that each party won
in the real 2019 election, and the dotted horizontal lines represent the parties’ seat totals in
the previous election.

In the mixtures chosen for Figure 4, all of the mixtures come fairly near to the Liberal

Party and Conservative Party totals, but mixtures with a very large number of strategic

voters appear to perform worse overall. So, what mixture is actually best? Figure 5 shows the

accuracy of a broad range of mixtures of sincere voters, near-tie voters, and precisely strategic

voters, by each of the two accuracy measures, and applied to both the 2019 Canadian election

and the 2019 British election.
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(a) Seat accuracy by mixture in Canada (b) Riding accuracy by mixture in Canada

(c) Seat accuracy by mixture in Britain (d) Riding accuracy by mixture in Britain

Figure 5: Seat count accuracies and riding count accuracies across a range of mixtures
of sincere voters, near-tie voters, and precisely strategic voters, in the 2019 Canadian and
British elections. The vertices of the simplex represent model runs where every elector had
the specified type, and the proportion of that type in the electorate is lower in dots that are
farther from that vertex. A variety of seeds were used to generate these mixtures, with a
few seeds re-used only in the interest of broad coverage across the simplex. These runs used
1
20

the real population size rather than 1
10

for the sake of runtime, and all runs have τ = 15.
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The most important result of Figure 5 is that there is no easy answer. The findings

are internally consistent, in that the two measures roughly agree about the most accurate

regions for each country. But there is no single best proportion, since the most accurate

mixtures are different in the two elections. In Canada in 2019, the mixtures with the most

accurate seat totals have a large proportion of near-tie voters, with a small number of sincere

voters, and a smaller number of precisely strategic voters. A highly accurate model of the

Canadian election might have anywhere from 35% near-tie voters, 35% sincere voters, and

30% precisely strategic voters up to 80% near-tie voters, 15% sincere voters, and 5% precisely

strategic voters. In the Canadian election, mixtures with large numbers of precisely strategic

voters are particularly inaccurate, and partially strategic reasoning is especially successful.

In Britain, in contrast, the most accurate models were dominated by precisely strategic

voters. In terms of seat count accuracy, the most successful models either only included

precisely strategic voters, or had a majority of precisely strategic voters with a minority of

near-tie voters and (nearly) no sincere voters. At the riding level almost any model was

equally highly accurate in which fewer than a third of voters were sincere, though the most

accurate model overall had about 90% purely strategic voters, 10% near-tie voters, and

vanishingly few sincere voters.

Though the most accurate models were complicated mixtures of voting types, one concern

might be that we have run many more runs of the model that are mixtures of all three

voting types than we have conducted runs with just one or two voting types, so by random

variation we would be more likely turn up a highly successful mixture of all three than a

highly successful mixture of just any one or two voting types. But this objection has two

problems. First, by the same reasoning, we should also be more likely to randomly see highly

unsuccessful mixtures of all three types, but actually in all four subplots the least successful

models are combinations of just one or two voting types. Second, we have not focused on any

single highly accurate outlier; in every subplot the accuracy of models is seen to follow broad

regions of highly accurate voting combinations, and it is extremely unlikely that random
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chance alone explains the accuracy of entire regions of independent model runs, which share

in common only that they have similar proportions of voting types.

These findings have three main implications. First, these simulations do not support the

idea that only a very small fraction of the population votes strategically. In both elections,

and according to both measures, models that were dominated by sincere voters produced

simulated election results that were particularly distant from the real results. These models

strongly support the idea that strategic reasoning is widespread.

Second, these figures address the question posed at the outset: does everyone vote some-

what strategically, or do some people vote completely strategically? If everyone voted some-

what strategically, models dominated by near-tie voters would have been more accurate than

all of the other mixtures. If some people voted completely strategically, models with a ma-

jority of sincere voters and a minority of strategic voters would have been most accurate.

The figures support neither of these simple truths. Instead, they suggest that some people

vote a little strategically, and some people vote completely strategically, and (perhaps to a

lesser extent) still others do not vote strategically at all.

The final contribution of Figure 5 is to underscore that none of these voting models

is better than the others, and no single model fits every election. At the outset it might

have been reasonable to hypothesize, for example, that near-tie voting captures strategic

behavior so realistically that it could simply out-perform the other two model types, or else

that strategic behavior is so vanishingly rare in real elections that sincere voting models

would be far more accurate than the different flavors of strategic voting. Instead, these

models appear to be both individually and collectively useful for simulating voter behaviour.

Conclusion

Are most voters a little strategic, or are a few voters extremely strategic? The results of

the models suggest that both are true. When partially strategic behaviour was implemented

using the novel heuristic of near-tie voting, the most accurate simulations had a large number
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of voters who were either partially strategic or precisely strategic. These highly accurate

mixtures contained some voters who were completely sincere voters, and in one case that

proportion was about as large as the proportion of precisely strategic voters, but in the other

case it was dramatically smaller.

The simulations also suggest that there is substantial merit to the idea that some voters

behave as though they are rational utility-maximizers. Mixtures with very large shares of

precisely strategic voters were particularly successful in correctly assigning the winners of

ridings in Britain’s 2019 election, and the most successful models always included a large

number of precisely strategic voters. A researcher familiar with the decades of critiques of

this model of voting might have expected a modestly strategic heuristic to have captured

everything that is accurate about rational choice voting, and that therefore the most accurate

models would include many partially strategic voters and no precisely strategic voters. But

the most accurate mixtures always had a substantial number of precisely strategic voters.

Moreover, the seat counts showed that the naive assumption that every elector is sincere is

just as inaccurate as the assumption that every elector is precisely strategic.

Perhaps most surprisingly, no single mixture was clearly the best, and different elections

seem to produce different unpredictable brews of voter types. The most accurate models of

vote choice included sincere voters, partially strategic voters, and precisely strategic voters.

The simulation results do not support either jettisoning or elevating any one of these ideas

about how people vote; models of vote choice are more accurate when they are all included

than when any are left out.
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